GAMES
ALLIANCE GAME
DISTRIBUTORS

ARCANE TINMEN

DRAGON SHIELD:
DECK SHELLS

WRAITH

DRAGON SHIELDS: (100)
BRUSHED ART
ASHEN WHITE/BLACK

ATM 30735...................................$3.79

WRAITH (DISPLAY 10)

ATM 15056.................................$13.99

DRAGON SHIELDS:
JAPANESE (60)
BRUSHED ART

GAMES

ATM 30803...................................$3.79

ART FROM PREVIOUS ISSUE

GAME TRADE MAGAZINE #274

BLOOD RED/BLACK

ATM 30750...................................$3.79

ALDERAC
ENTERTAINMENT GROUP

HALLOWEEN DRAGON 2022
(DISPLAY 10)

NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full
displays. Please contact your retailer for
availability.
ATM 12079.................................$13.99

DRAGON SHIELDS: (100)
MATTE DUAL
NOTE: This item is sold to retailers
in full displays. Please contact your
retailer for availability.

HALLOWEEN DRAGON 2022
(DISPLAY 10)

NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full
displays. Please contact your retailer for
availability.
ATM 12609...................................$9.49

DRAGON SHIELDS:
JAPANESE (60) MATTE DUAL
NOTE: This item is sold to retailers
in full displays. Please contact your
retailer for availability.

FOREST GREEN/BLACK

ATM 30751...................................$3.79

EMBER (DISPLAY 10)

ATM 15054.................................$13.99

SMASH UP: 10TH
ANNIVERSARY SET

This
special
10th
Anniversary
celebration set comes full of new fun
for your base-smashing outings. New
factions, brand new Titans, a 10 year
retrospective art book, an alternate
format Big Base, and more! The Smash
Up 10th Anniversary Set includes the
new factions: Mermaids, Skeletons, and
the World Champs, as well as brandnew Titans, and a reprint of the Sheep
faction for those who may have missed
out the first time. It also includes several
great components for upgrading your
game of Smash Up, such as base mats
and a new Goblin token, and the allnew Big Base, an entirely new way of
playing Smash Up!
AEG 5518............................ $49.99

EMBER (DISPLAY 10)

MIDNIGHT BLUE/BLACK

ATM 15154...................................$8.99

ATM 30756...................................$3.79

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

GTM contains articles on gameplay,
previews and reviews, game related
fiction, and self contained games and
game modules, along with solicitation
information on upcoming game and
hobby supply releases.
GTM 274............................... $3.99

FURY (DISPLAY 10)
SHADOW BLACK/BLACK

ATM 30724...................................$3.79

ATM 15055.................................$13.99

FURY (DISPLAY 10)

ATM 15155...................................$8.99
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DRAGON SHIELDS: PLAYMAT HALLOWEEN DRAGON 2022
(DISPLAY 20)
WRAITH (DISPLAY 10)

GAMES

ATM 15156...................................$8.99

NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in
full displays. Please contact your retailer
for availability.
ATM 20509.................................$22.99

BGM 021	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ $24.95

CAPSTONE GAMES

BANDAI CO.

ARK NOVA:
ZOO MAP PACK 1
ONE PIECE TCG: ONE PIECE FILM EDITION
STARTER DECK DISPLAY (6) (ST-05)

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

CALL TO ADVENTURE: PLAYMAT

The Film All Star-Deck commemorating the release
of the movie Red is now available! This all-star deck
features characters from the four films that have
been released so far including Strong World, Z,
Gold, and Red. Popular characters from One Piece
Film, including Shanks and Uta featured in RED,
are now available. Battle against your opponents
while enjoying the history of the series. Scheduled
to ship in January 2023. NOTE: This item is sold to
retailers in full displays. Please contact your retailer
for availability.
BAN 2656468................................................... PI

Expand your collection of Zoo
Maps in Ark Nova with the
Ark Nova: Zoo Map Pack 1!
Containing 2 double-sided Zoo
Maps, each side features all-new
game mechanics and zoo layouts
for you to explore! Ark Nova is
required to use this product.
CSG FS5101	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$9.95

CATALYST GAME LABS

BROTHERWISE GAMES

BOSS MONSTER

BATTLETECH: BATTLE FORCE COUNTERS PACK

Scheduled to ship in November 2022.

Five punchboards representing two armies of nearly
eighty Unit and Command counters each. Two
maps that form a large Strategic BattleForce map;
laminated, the back side can be used to create your
own worlds.
CAT 35190.................................................$19.99

CARD SLEEVES

These high quality Max Protection sleeves
are custom printed with all of the Boss
Monster card backs. Each pack contains
200 sleeves, enough to sleeve any of the
Boss Monster “big” boxes.
BGM 010....................................$11.95

SHADOWRUN RPG

Scheduled to ship in November 2022.

BOSS MONSTER PUZZLE

BGM 337....................................$19.95

CALL TO ADVENTURE

Scheduled to ship in November 2022.

CARD SLEEVES
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Perfectly sized to fit your Call to Adventure
cards, these high quality custom card
sleeves replicate the card backs from the
game. Each pack contains enough sleeves
to sleeve one base game.
BGM 382....................................$24.95

16-MONTH CALENDAR
(GAME MAPS)

CAT 28955.................................$19.99

ART PORFOLIO

CAT 28902.................................$49.99

HACK AND SLASH

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

GAMES

Hack & Slash is the core Matrix rulebook
for SR6, and it has tools and rules to
explore the full range of the Matrix. With
new programs, complex forms, qualities,
and much more, this is an essential book
for anyone hacking the Matrix — or even
using it.
CAT 28006...................................$49.99

COMPASS GAMES

BROTHERS AT WAR

Brothers at War: 1862 is a quick-playing,
tactical wargame exploring civil war
brigade command. This is a quadrigame or
set of four games, each featuring a full-size,
22”×34” game map and covering battles
from 1862: Antietam, South Mountain, Mill
Springs, and Bloody Valverde. Scheduled
to ship in October 2022.
CPS 1145....................................$99.00

2022
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American Tank Ace: 1944-45 is a solitaire,
tactical level game that places you in
command of a U.S. tank during World War
II in the European Theater of Operations.
Players will make the tactical decisions these
tank commanders faced and control the
actions of their crew while trying to survive.
Scheduled to ship in October 2022.
CPS 1166....................................$69.00

SCHNELL BOATS SCOURGE
OF THE ENGLISH CHANNEL

Schnell Boats: Scourge of the English Channel is a
solitaire, tactical-level, narrative-driven wargame.
Players will take on the role of Kommandant to
lead a squadron of 4 German Kriegsmarine
torpedo boats or experimental turbojet-powered
hydrofoil boats on night missions against Allied
forces in the turbojet powered hydrofoil boats on
night missions against Allied forces in the English
Channel during 1943-1944. Scheduled to ship in
October 2022.
CPS 1183.............................................. $69.00

COMPOUND FUN
HIVE MIND - SECOND EDITION

OCT

AMERICAN TANK ACE
1944-1945

In Hive Mind, players answer trivia and opinion
questions trying to match their answers with
other players, scoring points for each match they
achieve. They don’t have to be correct! They just
have to be the same as what other players think.
Each round, players will roll the die to determine
how many lowest scoring answers move down
the player board. Then a question will be asked,
and answers given and scored. Once one or
more players moves lower than level six, they
are eliminated from the Hive Mind and everyone
else wins Scheduled to ship in October 2022.
CLP 216...............................................$15.00

CROWD GAMES

GAMES

CITY OF THE GREAT MACHINE

City of the Great Machine is a strategy
game set in a grim universe of technocratic
Victorian steampunk. The game features
the conflict between the Great Machine, an
artificial intelligence network, and an alliance
of Heroes. The Great Machine is either
controlled by a player or is automated, which
completely changes the gameplay. The Great
Machine controls the City built on mobile
platforms in the sky. As the Great Machine,
the player (or game AI) commands a force of
perfected Servants and mechanical Guards.
Scheduled to ship in January 2023.
CGA 07001................................$65.00

DEVIOUS WEASEL
THE MIRRORING OF MARY KING

The Mirroring of Mary King is a 2-player game
in which one person plays a mortal woman
named Mary King and the other plays the ghost
of her ancestor. Each player uses control cards
and power cards to exert their influence over the
mortal Mary King’s psyche to gain possession of
her body. Mary’s psyche is represented by 12 tiles
arranged in a 4 x 3 grid. These tiles are flipped
back and forth between mortal and ghost control
during game play. The game progresses over five
days, starting on Monday and ending on Friday.
Each player gets one turn each day. Scheduled to
ship in November 2022.
DWE 6000.............................................$29.99

CITY OF THE GREAT MACHINE:
THE ESCALATION EXPANSION

The Escalation Expansion consists of 4 separate
Modules suitable both for One-vs-Many and
Solo & Cooperative play. You may add any of
them to your games in various combinations.
Scheduled to ship in January 2023.
CGA 07002....................................$35.00

DEVIR AMERICAS
LACRIMOSA

Vienna cries disconsolately... Mozart has
died! As one of his celebrated patrons,
Constanze Mozart has asked you to recall
the most notable anecdotes about her fallen
husband, which she will compile into his
biography. With mechanisms that include
hand construction and hand management,
Lacrimosa plays over 5 rounds in which
you will record shared memories, use
scenarios to contract and sell works, visit
lavish courts around the continent, and of
course... help to finish the Requiem. Will
you succeed in honoring the legacy of one
of the greatest composers of all time and
enter into posterity by his side?
DVR DEVLACRIMOSAML..............$79.99

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

CITY OF THE GREAT MACHINE:
STAND-IN HEROES EXPANSION

The Stand-In Heroes expansion adds 6 new
Heroes with exceptional abilities and tactics.
Each of them takes place of the corresponding
Hero from the core game in their last attempt
to stop the Great Machine. Scheduled to ship
in January 2023.
CGA 07003...................................$25.00

CRYPTOZOIC
ENTERTAINMENT

DIRE WOLF DIGITAL

DC COMICS DBG: MULTIVERSE
BOX VERSION 2

Scheduled to ship in November 2022.
CZE 29569.................................$50.00

DUNE - IMPERIUM:
IMMORTALITY EXPANSION

CZECH GAMES EDITIONS
DEAL WITH THE DEVIL

Deal with the Devil is a deeply thematical
euro-style game for four players set in a
fantasy medieval era. Players are competing
to build grand buildings in a medieval city.
To be successful, you need resources. To get
resources, you need to make smart deals,
offering the other players things they really
need. One of the players is secretly the
devil and really needs a piece of your soul.
Scheduled to ship in October 2022.
CGE 00066.....................................$69.95

DEAD ALIVE GAMES
OMICRON PROTOCOL
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Omicron Protocol is an “intra-apocalyptic”,
cyberpunk-themed miniatures board game
for 1-4 players, where you control a squad
of unique characters and a 3rd party enemy
to harass your opponent, or play solo/
cooperatively as a team to fight enemies,
complete objectives, and survive! Every
character in the game is represented by a
detailed 32mm-scale miniature, possessing
their own rich history and personality, as well
as powerful cybernetic abilities! Scheduled to
ship in January 2023.
DAG 0101.................................... $100.00

As the Great Houses wage
war, the Bene Tleilax advance
their own agenda by trading in
genetic innovations. Will you hire
Face Dancer spies of unmatched
skill? Regrow damaged tissue
and organs? Or dare to employ
people restored to life as gholas?
Immortality expands Dune Imperium in new directions.
Make shadowy deals with the
Tleilaxu to harvest genetic specimens. Unlock the potential of scientific research. Graft
cards together to empower your Agents. Explore a universe of possibilities with Dune
- Imperium: Immortality Expansion. Scheduled to ship in December 2022.
DWD 01012	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$30.00

FREE LEAGUE PUBLISHING
ALIEN RPG: HEART OF
DARKNESS EXPANSION

Heart of Darkness is a complete Cinematic
Scenario for the ALIEN roleplaying game,
written by sci-fi novelist Andrew E.C.
Gaska. It is a stand-alone adventure,
but also serves as a conclusion to the
Draconis Strain Saga begun in the
cinematic scenario Chariot of the Gods
and continued in Destroyer of Worlds.
The scenario is designed for 3–5 players
plus the Game Mother, and is a spiraling
descent into soul-crushing madness.
Scheduled to ship in October 2022.
FLF ALE016.................................$34.99

VAESEN NORDIC HORROR RPG:
MYTHIC BRITAIN & IRELAND
MAPS AND HANDOUTS

A rules-light, flavour-heavy roleplaying
game of industrial horror and cosmic
strangeness. Written by Chris McDowall
(Electric Bastionland). Graphic design by
Johan Nohr (Mörk Borg). 144 pages in
digest format. Fast Character Creation.
Minimalist Rules. Scheduled to ship in
October 2022.
FLF FLW14..................................$39.99

THE ONE RING RPG:
RUINS OF THE LOST REALM

Eriador, the lone-lands described in
The Lord of the Rings, comes alive as
never before in this supplement for
The One Ring, the official tabletop
roleplaying game based on the
works of J.R.R. Tolkien. A region often
described as deserted becomes a
crucible for adventure, offering many
hours of gameplay. Scheduled to ship
in October 2022.
FLF TOR005.......................... $39.99

Within these pages you will find four
spine-tingling cases for Vaesen – Nordic
Horror Roleplaying. This book contains
four standalone Mysteries, one for each
season of the year. A Dance with Death
– Travel to the green vales of Dalarna in
the springtime to investigate strange events
in a remote village. Fireheart – During the
summer heatwave of the century, journey
south to the ironworks of Smolandia and
confront a fearsome adversary. The Devil
on the Moor – On the autumnal moors
of Denmark, find yourselves in a struggle
between the ways of old and the designs
of modernity. A Winter’s Tale – Cross the
Baltic Sea and brave the wintry forests of
Ingria, where an unknown being stalks the
night beneath glittering stars. Scheduled to
ship in December 2022.
FLF VAS11...................................$39.99

VAESEN NORDIC HORROR RPG:
MYTHIC BRITAIN & IRELAND EXPANSION

In this expansion to the award-winning Vaesen –
Nordic Horror Roleplaying you will find a complete
guide to the supernatural British-Irish Isles including
the great city of London and the countryside beyond.
Mythic Britain & Ireland is written by industry legend
Graeme Davis and illustrated by Johan Egerkrans and
Anton Vitus. Three new complete Mysteries to play.
Information about the British Society, its founders, and
headquarters. A gazetteer of the sprawling city of
London, complete with adventure locations and secret
societies.Scheduled to ship in October 2022.
FLF VAS10	�������������������������������������������������� $44.99

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

VAESEN NORDIC HORROR RPG:
SEASONS OF MYSTERY

GAMES

INTO THE ODD RPG: REMASTERED

This Maps & Handouts Pack for Mythic
Britain & Ireland includes a double-sided
full-color print of Francesca Baerald’s
magnificent map of Mythic Britain &
Ireland on one side, and a map of London
on the other (size 432 × 558 mm). Also
included is a set of printed handouts
including maps, letters and clues for the
mysteries in the Mythic Britain & Ireland
book. Scheduled to ship in October 2022.
FLF VAS12...................................$14.99
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GAMES WORKSHOP

GAMES

WARHAMMER 40K:
SPACE MARINE HEROES
2022 - BLOOD ANGELS COLLECTION 1 (CDU OF 8)

Space Marine blind boxes have
returned! A series of 6x collectible
miniatures presented in a CDU that
contains 8x blind buy boxes. Each
CDU contains 1x of each miniature
plus 2 duplicates Scheduled to ship
in October 2022. NOTE: This item
is sold to retailers in full displays.
Please contact your retailer
for availability.
GAW SMH-08................. $64.00

GOODMAN GAMES
2022 YEARBOOK

GAMEY
MEAN ROBO

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

Mean Robo is a competitive strategy
card game for 2 to 4 players. In a round,
players take turns placing Robos on the
game area to target the other player’s
team. Card placement determines who will
blow up in the attack phase. Collect any
Robos you blow up, and the player with
the most points wins Scheduled to ship in
December 2022.
GMY 2101..................................$18.99

The 2022 Yearbook contains a bevy of
information both entertaining and useful.
Within its pages, you’ll find interviews, art
galleries, new monsters for both Dungeon
Crawl Classics and 5e campaigns, two
new adventures for 5e and DCC RPG,
photographs, random tables, and more!
No matter if you like your dice traditional
or funky, the Goodman Games 2022
Yearbook makes a handy addition to any
gaming library. Don’t let time pass you
by. Pick up your copy today! Scheduled to
ship in November 3022
GMG GC22................................$19.99

MUTANT CRAWL CLASSICS RPG:
PETER MULLEN COVER

Adventure like it’s 1978 again, with
modern rules grounded in the origins of
post-apocalyptic role-playing. A fast and
easy-to-learn system that is perfect for
all ages. MCC is 100% compatible with
Dungeon Crawl Classics, allowing for
easy conversion of DCC modules and
even crossover events. A unique character
creation system that funnels potential
adventurers through a zero-level game to
create a PC you know from the ground up.
Includes the introductory adventure Assault
on the Sky-High Tower to get you into the
game quickly. Limited Edition printing
featuring new cover art by Peter Mullen.
Scheduled to ship in October 2022.
GMG 6200Z...............................$59.99

HIT POINT PRESS

RAYRACERS

RayRacers is a fast-paced spatial strategy
and survival game for 2-4 players. Players
simultaneously place their cards on a game
grid to create ray-lines, move across the
grid, and make obstacles for their opponents
to crash into. The last surviving player wins.
Scheduled to ship in January 2023.
GMY 6901..................................$22.99

ANIMATED SPELLS (5E)

Scheduled to ship in November 2022.

CONDITIONS

GENIUS GAMES

The Deck of Many Animated Conditions makes tracking
effects fun! Whether your character is suffering from
Exhaustion or has been Restrained by tentacles, these
helpful cards make sure you don’t forget what you’re
dealing with!
HPP ANSP-DK-17............................................$29.99

GOODMAN GAMES

ILLUSIONS

The Deck of Many Animated Illusions brings a classic
magic item to life! With a flip of a card, you might
summon an illusion of a Goblin, a Knight, or even a
fearsome Red Dragon! Fool and confound your enemies!
HPP ANSP-DK-18........................................... $29.99

ECOSYSTEM CORAL REEF

Dive deep to build your own ecological
network in Ecosystem: Coral Reef, a carddrafting game of marine competition.
Players choose, pass, and arrange cards
representing a diversity of organisms
found in the Great Barrier Reef, including
coral, clownfish, sea turtles, and sharks.
Earn points by aligning animals with the
habitats and food sources where they
most flourish. Diversify your food web to
maximize your bonuses. Each time you
play, you build a one-of-a-kind ecosystem
OCT
as you strive to balance the delicate
2022
connections between all living things.
GEN 1014..................................$14.99
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FIFTH EDITION FANTASY #23:
THE SUNLESS GARDEN (5E)

The Sunless Garden is a 5E conversion of
Dungeon Crawl Classics #10 by Goodman
Games. Originally published in 2004, this
classic has been updated to current edition
of the world’s most popular tabletop roleplaying game. Herein you will find all new
monsters, player handouts, details on the
trading post of Garland’s Fork plus all new
interior artwork and maps. Available only
for a limited time! Written by Brendan
LaSalle and 5e conversion by Chris Doyle
with cover artwork by David Griffith.
Scheduled to ship in November 2022.
GMG 55523.................................$9.99

LEVEL 6 VOLUME 1

The Deck of Many Animated Spells - Level 6 Volume 1
introduces some incredible new spells to your spellbook,
whether you want to summon a skeletal army with Create
Undead or feed your friends with a Heroes’ Feast!
Powerful magic is now within your reach! Scheduled to
ship in November 2022.
HPP ANSP-DK-11............................................$29.99

GAMES
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LEVEL 7 VOLUME 1

The Deck of Many Animated Spells - Level
7 Volume 1 brings some truly potent spell
effects to your table. Disappear to another
plane of existence with Etherealness or turn
the tables on your opponents with Reverse
Gravity. Hoard the power for yourself!
HPP ANSP-DK-12........................$29.99

The Deck of Many Animated Spells - Level
8 Volume 1 puts awe-inducing magical
power into your hands. Make an icy Clone
of yourself, or stop your foes in their tracks
with Power Word Stun. Magic spells at
your finger tips!
HPP ANSP-DK-13........................$29.99

12

The Deck of Many Animated Townsfolk
brings 30 unique faces to your cities and
villages! From the friendly Dragonborn
Tailor to the sinister Human Cultist,
these NPCs come with ideas for names,
personalities, and more! Bring life to your
towns and villages!
HPP ANSP-DK-19........................$29.99

HECKNA (5E)

Scheduled to ship in November 2022.

The Deck of Many Animated Spells - Level
9 Volume 1 gives you access to the most
powerful spells available! Rain hell down
on your enemies with Meteor Swarm or
make all your dreams come true with Wish.
The greatest magic is now in your hands!
HPP ANSP-DK-14........................$29.99

2022

The Deck of Many Animated Spellcraft
Volume 1 gives you the power to create
magic of your own! Thirty unique and
wondrous animated spellcraft cards have
customizable backs that can hold any spell
you can imagine!
HPP ANSP-DK-20........................$29.99

TOWNSFOLK
LEVEL 8 VOLUME 1

LEVEL 9 VOLUME 1

OCT

SPELLCRAFT VOLUME 1

HECKNA (5E): BOX SET

Heckna! is a 5e adventure story designed
to take characters through levels 1 to
10. Game Masters and players alike will
delight in this whimsical, dark carnival
setting! Will you see through the glitzy
and glamorous charade or fall prey to
Heckna’s everlasting torment? The Heckna!
box set contains everything you need to
get right into carnival mischief.
HPP HKNA-BL-1...........................$99.99

HECKNA LOGO PIN

Show off your love for Heckna with a
carnival logo pin! Ignore the voices coming
from the pin, it’s just... Gobbledygook…
HPP HKNA-AC-2...........................$9.99

MINIATURES - PET SHOP

GAMES

HPP HKNA-MN-3........................$29.99

CAMPAIGN SETTING BOOK

Heckna! is a 5e adventure story designed
to take characters through levels 1 to
10. Game Masters and players alike will
delight in this whimsical, dark carnival
setting! Will you see through the glitzy
and glamorous charade or fall prey
to Heckna’s everlasting torment? The
hardcover Heckna! Campaign Setting
Book contains over 200 pages of goofy
and gruesome horror, setting details,
shuffled stories component & a bestiary.
HPP HKNA-BK-1..........................$49.99

MINIATURES - ENTHRALLED

HPP HKNA-MN-1........................$29.99

PLAYING CARDS

This is a classic playing card deck designed
by the fantastic Felix Klar. This foil deck
features all the great villains and monsters
of The Revelia! Cards are Poker Sized.
HPP HKNA-DK-4..........................$24.99

MINIATURES - PROPS A-PLENTY

HPP HKNA-MN-4........................$29.99

POPCORN DICE BAG

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

HPP HKNA-AC-4.........................$19.99
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POPCORN DICE SET

HPP HKNA-AC-1...........................$9.99

ANIMATED SPELLS

Includes 10 new Heckna! themed spells on
lenticular cards that animate when tilted!
Like our other reference cards, they have
all the details on the back.
HPP HKNA-DK-2............................$9.99

MINIATURES - GOODIE
TWO SHOES

MINIATURES - REVELERS

HPP HKNA-MN-7........................$29.99

HPP HKNA-MN-6........................$29.99

REFERENCE CARDS

HPP HKNA-DK-3..........................$24.99

FABRIC “MAPHEW” WORLD MAP

A fabric map made from the remains
of poor Maphew. Nowadays he’s a
chatterbox map that won’t shut up about
the world around him. Is he an ally, or one
of Heckna’s pawns?
HPP HKNA-AC-5...........................$9.99

GM SCREEN

HPP HKNA-AC-6.........................$14.99

MINIATURES - GOT YOUR NOSE

HPP HKNA-MN-5........................$29.99

MINIATURES SCHNOZLING FAMILIAR

HPP HKNA-MN-8........................$29.99

SHUFFLED STORIES DECK

MINIATURES - HECKNA HIMSELF

HPP HKNA-MN-2........................$29.99

MINIATURES - SUGAR RUSH

HPP HKNA-MN-9........................$29.99

Want help setting up a story for your
Heckna! game? Introducing the Shuffled
Stories Engine! The Shuffled Stories Engine
helps GM’s of all experience levels build
out a full-blown Heckna! campaign using a
standard deck of playing cards. The cards
are split up into smaller ‘area’ decks based
on their values, representing the three main
areas of Heckna’s world. Each card is tied
to an encounter, and cards are drawn from
each area deck and arranged into the
campaign frame of your terrifying tale!
HPP HKNA-DK-1..........................$24.99

TAROT CARD BINDER

TICKET SET (50)

An assortment of 50 tickets used as in
game currency for your Heckna! games!
HPP HKNA-AC-8...........................$4.99

GAMES

The Heckna! Tarot Card Binder holds 80
tarot sized cards in this compact form, with
gold foiling on the cover and metal corners
to protect against wear and tear.
HPP HKNA-AC-3.........................$19.99

TAROT CARD DECK BOX

This Heckna! card box is made from a
sturdy plastic that can hold 100+ tarotsized sleeved cards, and up to 4 boxed
decks. It comes with 4 plastic dividers.
HPP HKNA-AC-7.........................$14.99

HUMBLEWOOD (5E)

Scheduled to ship in November 2022.

HPP HBWDAC-005	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $14.99

TAROT CARD BINDER
ANIMATED SPELLS VOL. 2

Humblewood Animated Spell Cards Volume
2 channels even more magic from the Great
Rhythm into your Humblewood campaigns!
Grow a fortress with Briar Bastion or chew
through any material with Metabolize. Bring
the magic of the Wood right to your table!
HPP HBWD-DK-3.........................$29.99

A tarot card binder to carry around the
cards related to you, your spells or your
campaigns. Holds 60 tarot sized cards in
this compact form. With gold foiling on the
cover and metal corners to protect against
wear and tear.
HPP HBWDAC-004......................$19.99
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ALDERHEART EMBER DICE AND POUCH

TAROT CARD DECK BOX

RIFFIN PLUSH TOY

Riffin was the original inspiration behind
Humblewood, and now you can keep this
heroic, steadfast knight close to you at all
times with this adorable plush!
HPP HBWDAC-008......................$29.99

For those who want to organize their cards
or a place to put some minis inbetween
games. The deck box can hold 100+
sleeved tarot cards.
HPP HBWDAC-001......................$14.99
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YU-GI-OH! TCG: SPEED
DUEL GX - DUELISTS OF
SHADOWS BOX (2023)
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THE RESISTANCE:
AVALON BIG BOX

Avalon Big Box is a remastered edition
of the classic social deduction game The
Resistance: Avalon with a huge amount of
additional content added for near limitless
gameplay options. Included are 23
distinct characters and numerous optional
modules including Lancelot, Excalibur, Plot
Cards, Sorcerers, and Rogues that were
released as expansions for Avalon and
The Resistance. Also included are new
roles and modules such as the Messengers,
Lunatic, Brute, Revealer, Cleric, Trickster,
and Deceiver.
IBC AVABB1.................................$39.99

CLOCKWORK CITY COLLECTOR’S
EDITION HARDCOVER (5E)

Shadows loom large over Duel
Academy in the new 2023 Speed
Duel GX Box! The Shadow Riders
have descended upon Speed Duel
and joined forces with other villainous
characters from the Yu-Gi-Oh! GX
anime series to cause mayhem and
unleash the mighty Sacred Beasts.
This box set is designed to allow up
to 8 players to jump into their own
dynamic gameplay experience with 8 pre-constructed Decks along with a selection of
other cards that can be used to customize them. NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in
full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.
KON 85946	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$29.99

From the lofty towers of the Collegium
to the dark and dirty docks—to the
dangerous Underbelly of the city itself—
this is Zobeck, the thriving, bustling free
city at the crossroads of Midgard. Noted
for its clockwork ingenuity and its cutthroat
politics, all sorts flock toward the city’s
opportunities, merchants and travelers,
rulers and refugees. Some stay and some
only pass through, but everyone has an
angle. Bring the city of Zobeck to life in
your 5th Edition campaign. Scheduled to
ship in December 2022.
PZO KOB9382............................$49.99

LOONEY LABS

KONAMI DIGITAL ENTERTAINMENT

YU-GI-OH! TCG: DARK WORLD
STRUCTURE DECK DISPLAY (8)

Reign-Beaux, Overlord of Dark World has
received a promotion! This new form of ReignBeaux Level 8 monster with 3000 ATK can
Special Summon itself from the Graveyard (GY)
simply by returning a Level 7 or lower “Dark
World” monster from your field to your hand. If
it is discarded to the GY, you can add a Level 5
or higher “Dark World” monster from your Deck
to your hand, and if it was your opponent who
forced you to discard, watch out… NOTE: This
item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please
contact your retailer for availability.
KON 85957	����������������������������������������$95.92

FLUXX:
MORE ACTIONS
EXPANSION DECK

Ten different Action cards
that work with any Fluxx
deck. These are fan
favorites from a variety of
past Fluxxes and former
promo cards. Sure to spice
up gameplay!
LOO 120............... $5.00

Nothing in the Yu-Gi-Oh! Trading Card Game
universe is as legendary as the Blue-Eyes White
Dragon. From the earliest of times, Blue- Eyes was
the most powerful monster rivaled by very few other
monsters. Now the legend comes to crush opponents
with its new powers! Behold, the Saga of Blue-Eyes
White Dragon Structure Deck built around the BlueEyes White Dragon card at its core. That’s not all,
introducing Azure-Eyes Silver Dragon, a powerful
new Synchro Monster whose impact is immeasurable.
Never before has a Structure Deck been released
revolving around such an iconic card. Scheduled to
ship in November 2022. NOTE: This item is sold to
retailers in full displays. Please contact your retailer
for availability.
KON 85857................................................ $95.92

Ten different New Rule
cards that work with any
Fluxx deck, plus a bonus
3 Meta Rules. These New
Rules are fan favorites
from a variety of past
Fluxxes and former promo
cards. The Meta Rules
each feature a new way to
play Fluxx!
LOO 119............... $5.00

FLUXX:
MORE SUPRISES
EXPANSION DECK

Ten different Surprise cards
that work with any Fluxx
deck. These pack includes
the four basic Surprises,
four less common ones
from past games, and two
all-new Surprises!
LOO 118............... $5.00

LUCKY DUCK GAMES

TIDAL BLADES:
BANNER FESTIVAL
YU-GI-OH! TCG: SAGA OF BLUE-EYES
WHITE DRAGON STRUCTURE DECK DISPLAY
(8) UNLIMITED EDITION

FLUXX: MORE RULES
EXPANSION DECK

Generate the most profits for
your trading house by selling
goods, befriending the right
suppliers, and making bets at the
watercraft race. Opportunities
abound in the floating market,
but only the keenest trader will
prevail! Each turn, aim to play
the highest, mid, or lowest
Merchandise card to unlock
different actions. Utilize multiuse cards in dynamic trick-taking
bouts to gain an advantage over
your rival merchants. There are
numerous paths to victory, but
reading your opponents and
timing your moves is the key to
success! All set in the glorious world of Tidal Blades created by Mr. Cuddington.
Scheduled to ship in October 2022.
LKY TBB-R01-EN	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$39.99

MONSTER FIGHT CLUB

NG TRADINGS

Be it a ruined village deep in a dangerous
fen or a soggy hilltop fort surrounded
by treacherous marshes, swamps are a
classic place to find trouble! This line of
gaming maps provides ready-to-use and
captivatingly detailed fantasy set pieces for
the busy Game Master. The next time your
players are ready to explore a swampland
location, this map has you covered. With
Pathfinder Flip-Mat: Swamp Ruins, you’ll
be ready the next time your players go
looking for trouble in the mire! Scheduled
to ship in December 2022.
PZO 30126.................................$16.99
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CHARACTERS 1 - GERALT,
YENNEFER, DANDELION

MFC 70001.......................... $20.00

SELECT 5

This is a game played ‘all at once’.
No turn taking. It is an easy game to
learn, quick game to play and is highly
competitive. You need attention, focus
and an eye for sequencing options in an
ever-changing environment of available
cards. Goal is to get as many Streaks of
five cards numbered consecutively of the
same color. Wild cards can be used in any
color and the final card can be ‘stolen’
from an opponents open play. Game is
fun, interactive, competitive and quick!
Scheduled to ship in December 2022.
NGT 0613...................................$13.49

CLASSES 1 - CRAFTSMAN,
MAN-AT-ARMS, MAGE

MFC 70003.................................$20.00

PATHFINDER RPG: FLIP-MAT SWAMP RUINS

PAIZO PUBLISHING

PATHFINDER RPG: LOST OMENS
- PATHFINDER SOCIETY GUIDE
HARDCOVER (SPECIAL EDITION) (P2)

The Pathfinder Society is a globe-trotting
organization of adventurers, scholars,
and warriors all dedicated to exploration,
collecting lost knowledge and treasure,
and sharing it with the world. Lost Omens:
Pathfinder Society Guide Special Edition
details everything players and GMs need
to know about the Pathfinder Society,
from the basics of membership, to the
Society’s various factions, to the various
lodges littered throughout the Inner Sea
region. This book is the go-to source for
the history and lore of the Pathfinder
Society and features new rules content
including new equipment, wayfinders, and
support for Pathfinder-related archetypes! Scheduled to
ship in December 2022.
PZO 9307-SE	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$59.99

STARFINDER RPG: ADVENTURE PATH DRIFT HACKERS 1 A LIGHT IN THE DARK

NECROPHAGES 1 - DROWNER 1,
DROWNER 2, DROWNER 3

MFC 70015.................................$20.00

PATHFINDER RPG: ADVENTURE
PATH - BLOOD LORDS PART 6 GHOST KING’S RAGE (P2)

NECROPHAGES 2 - GHOUL 1,
GHOUL 2, GHOUL 3

MFC 70016.................................$20.00

NECROPHAGES 3 - GHOUL 1,
GRAVE HAG, GHOUL 2

MFC 70017.................................$20.00

Ghost King’s Rage is a Pathfinder
adventure for four less-than-good-hearted
18th level characters. The adventure
concludes the Blood Lords Adventure Path,
a six-part monthly campaign in which the
characters rise from skilled troubleshooters
to join the Blood Lords who rule a nation of
the dead. The adventure also includes an
article about Narakass, deity of renewal
and cleansing, along with several artifacts
held by the psychopomps, shepherds who
bring souls into the afterlife. New spells
and new monsters complete the furious
finale of Ghost King’s Rage! Scheduled to
ship in December 2022.
PZO 90186.................................$26.99

A Light in the Dark is a Starfinder adventure for
four 7th-level characters, launching the 3-volume
Drift Hackers Adventure Path. Drift Hackers is the
exciting conclusion of the Drift Crisis, an event
taking place across the entire Starfinder game line,
in which faster-than-light travel breaks down and
the galaxy is thrown into chaos. In addition to the
adventure itself, this book includes a player’s guide
filled with character creation advice and new gear
designed just for Drift Hackers players, along with
an Adventure Toolbox filled with new rule options
and strange alien creatures. Scheduled to ship in
December 2022.
PZO 7249.............................................$24.99

PALLADIUM BOOKS
BEYOND THE SUPERNATURAL RPG:
SOURCEBOOK - CREATURE FEATURE

This sourcebook builds on material that has appeared
in various issues of The Rifter but there is a ton of
new material and information useful to both Game
Masters and players. A gallery of supernatural
creatures. Some new. Some familiar, updated and
expanded. All terrifying. Rules clarifications and
errata. Game Master source material and advice
on rules, psychic abilities, proximity and threat
levels, I.S.P. multipliers, and more. Advice about
running modern horror RPGs and using supernatural
creatures in your games. Lots of adventure ideas,
including an updated and expanded full adventure,
‘The Squatter.’ New background and setting
information for the BTS setting and a few surprises.
Scheduled to ship in October 2022.
PAL 0704	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ $22.99

PALLADIUM FANTASY RPG BONUS EDITION HARDCOVER

Due to popular demand, we are giving the original, first Edition rules Palladium Fantasy
RPG the deluxe treatment, with a red foil cover on a faux leatherette cover, and expanded
page count. We recreate the original, famous Red and Black cover of the original RPG
and include the first fantasy sourcebook: The Arms of Nargash-Tor. Deluxe hardcover
edition. Scheduled to ship in November 2022.
PAL 399HC	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $55.00

GAMES

SPLICERS RPG BONUS
EDITION HARDCOVER

This is a hardcover edition of The Splicers
RPG plus bonus material from various
issues of The Rifter offering War Mounts,
The Wasteland, and Living Weapons like
the Swarm Lord, Hive insects, etc.. The
complete RPG + 50 pages of bonus material.
Scheduled to ship in November 2022.
PAL 200HC..................................$45.00

RIFTS RPG: TITAN
ROBOTICS SOURCEBOOK

RIFTS ANTARCTICA

Scheduled to ship in October 2022.
PAL 0898.......................................$22.99

PEGASUS SPIELE
KUZOOKA

It isn’t easy being an zoo animal. The enclosures
are far too small for your needs, the daily routine is
boring, and the visitors to the zoo are too obnoxious.
You have decided: you need to break out of the zoo,
ideally within the next 7 days. There are multiple
ways to escape. Each round you will be dealt item
cards that you are not allowed to reveal to the other
players. By cleverly placing your animal tokens on th
epath through the zoo, you can communicate which
items you have in hand. Discover the most promising
escape option and break out of the zoo! Scheduled
to ship in October 2022.
PNA 51230G............................................ $39.99
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Rifts Titan Robotics is a high-tech toy
box presenting new types of armor,
sleek power armor, giant robots,
vehicles, and weapons sold by Titan
Robotics. Ah, but Titan Robotics is
much more than just another weapons
manufacturer, it is the secret operation
of ARCHIE-3 and all part of his plan
to monitor and manipulate the outside
world. Learn about Archies androids
that run Titan Robotics, his current
schemes and plans for the future. New
Giant Robots. Scheduled to ship in
October 2022.
PAL 0899............................. $22.99

SPACESHIP UNITY: SEASON 101

Come to the Interplanetary Alliance, they
said. Do something worthwhile and support
the IPA in keeping the Galactic peace, they
said. Great adventures await! They said…
But if someone had told us beforehand that
we would have to serve on the UNITY and
save the galaxy with this piece of junk, we
might have decided differently... Scheduled
to ship in October 2022.
PNA 51851E...............................$49.99
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PLAID HAT GAMES

PROLIFIC GAMES
OFFERED AGAIN

HICKORY DICKORY

GAMES

In Hickory Dickory, players each manage
a team of mice eager to appease the
bewildering bird who inhabits their
beloved clock. Ride the minute hand
as your mice travel around the clock,
hopping off to grab treasures and win
Lord Cuckoo’s approval. But beware! The
minute hand can hold but so many mice
and when things get tight, someone is
bound to get booted! Scheduled to ship in
October 2022.
PHG 3900...................................$59.95

POKÉMON USA

POKÉMON TCG: HIDDEN
POTENTIAL TIN

Once lost secrets become newfound
strengths with the powerful Pokémon V in
the Hidden Potential Tin! Choose the ghostly
trickster Rotom V, the unflinchingly loyal
Gallade V, or the fear inspiring Giratina
V as a playable foil promo card, and find
even more Pokémon and Trainer cards in a
handful of booster packs filled with surprises.
PUI 21085148..................................... PI

O/A WITCH SLAPPED

In Witch Slapped!, you`re a wicked witch
looking to set up a Gingerbread House in
a dark forest and start gobbling up local
children. Upon arrival, you discover other
witches have the same idea! There’s only
room for ONE witch in these woods! Time
to sling some spells! Somebody’s getting
Witch SLAPPED!
PLF 700.......................................$24.95

RAVENSBURGER
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POKÉMON TCG: DEOXYS V
OR ZERAORA V BATTLE DECK
DISPLAY (8)
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Two Mythical Pokémon V are ready
to battle! Choose your fighter: Deoxys
V leads a team of Psychic types with
its cosmic powers, and Zeraora
V flashes like lightning across the
battlefield to hit for huge damage.
Each deck includes useful Item and
Supporter cards to keep you pressing
the advantage turn after turn! NOTE:
This item is sold to retailers in full
displays. Please contact your retailer
for availability.
PUI 29086085	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� PI

POKÉMON TCG: DEOXYS/
ZERAORA VMAX &
VSTAR BATTLE BOX

Pick a Mythical Pokémon to stand by
your side—each one arrives as a trio of
powerful Pokémon V that can take your
deck to the next level! You can evolve
Deoxys V to harness the high HP of
Deoxys VMAX in Defense Form or the
devastating VSTAR Power of Deoxys
VSTAR in Attack Form—or evolve Zeraora
V to counter your opponent’s strategy with
the hard-hitting attacks of Zeraora VMAX
or the lightning-striking VSTAR Power of
Zeraora VSTAR.
PUI 29085088.................................... PI

POKÉMON TCG: ORIGIN FORM
DIALGA VSTAR & PALKIA VSTAR
PREMIUM COLLECTION

Origin Form Dialga VSTAR wields colossal
strength to bend time to its will, while Origin
Form Palkia VSTAR soars across the sky
and twists the fabric of space! Appearing
here in both playable and oversize versions,
each ancient Legendary Pokémon boasts a
potentially game changing VSTAR Power.
To round out this deluxe collection, the star
Pokémon also appears as a Pokémon V, metal
pin, and shimmering coin!
PUI 29085126........................................... PI

POKÉMON TCG: V BATTLE
DECK - ZERAORA VS
DEOXYS BUNDLE

Get ready for a major Pokémon battle
with a ready-to-play double deck
bundle—with extra Trainer cards! This
set includes a deck for you and one
for a friend. You can choose either
Zeraora V or Deoxys V to lead your
team in a heads-up battle against
another Trainer. Then, switch up the
decks and see what things look like
from the other side—can you win with
both powerful Pokémon V?
PUI 29085087............................... PI

MARVEL VILLAINOUS:
WE ARE VENOM EXPANSION

Single character expanion for Marvel
Villainous. Scheduled to ship in
October 2022.
RVN 60001988............................. PI

OFFERED AGAIN

POKÉMON TCG:
VIRIZION V BOX

Go green and bestow justice with
the legendary power of Virizion V!
Tend to your allies with the Verdant
Wind Ability, then go on the offensive
to deliver powerful strikes with the
Emerald Blade attack! In this box,
you’ll find playable and oversize
versions of Virizion V, plus a bonus
playable card featuring Keldeo. You’ll
also get a handful of Pokémon TCG
booster packs to give your deck a
boost before your next match.
PUI 29085120............................... PI

O/A DISNEY VILLAINOUS

In this epic contest of sinister power, take
on the role of a Disney Villain and strive
to achieve your own devious objective.
Discover your characters unique abilities
and winning strategy while dealing twists
of fate to thwart your opponents schemes.
Find out who will triumph over the forces
of good and win it all!
RVN 60001739................................... PI
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RIO GRANDE GAMES

SINISTER FISH GAMES

ULTRA PRO INTERNATIONAL

BLUE
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UPI 15913........................................... PI

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS RPG:
DICE SCROLL MAP SWORD COAST
HONK!

RACE FOR THE GALAXY:
EXPANSION AND
BRINKMANSHIP ARC 1

As empires expand into space, they
encounter mysterious alien artifacts and
races uplifted to sentience eons ago.
Meanwhile, Imperium factions provoke
other worlds to ally and rebel as the
galaxy drifts towards war. Can you
build the most prosperous space empire
in these challenging times? Expansion
and Brinkmanship bundles 3 previously
published expansions, The Gathering
Storm, Rebel vs Imperium, and The Brink
of War into a single product, compatible
with 2nd Edition Race for the Galaxy.
RGG 567....................................$39.95

In this fast & fun family game, 2-5 players
will gather food cards, collect chunky
cardboard geese, and seek out precious
golden eggs. Goose on the Loose is a
simple game that helps introduces younger
players to strategic games. It has low
reliance on luck, and is designed to be
fun for adults to play too! On their turn,
a player can either collect food or feed
a goose. Each of the 8 different goose
breeds has a specific diet, and so the
correct food cards must be used to claim
them. The player with the most points wins.
Scheduled to ship in October 2022.
SIF 00060...................................$29.99

The D&D Dice Scroll Map - Sword Coast
offers premium dice storage and functions
as a dice rolling mat. This Sword Coast
Map, illustrated by Devin Rue, is made
with a durable Burgundy Red leatherette
exterior and a cream colored backing for
the map on the rolling surface with D&D
ampersands on each end. This soft roll-out
mat will safely store your dice and protect
your table. The zippered compartment
holds 20+ dice. The rolling mat rolls
around the zippered compartment and is
secured shut with a single tie to look like an
ancient leather-bound scroll. Scheduled to
ship in May 2023.
UPI 19360........................................... PI

TRICK OR TREAT STUDIOS

GREEN

UPI 15914........................................... PI

LIGHT BLUE

UPI 15917........................................... PI

HALLOWEEN PARTY

Super fun, fast paced card game; Win by having
the most monsters at your party when the cards have
run out. Here’s the twist; You may not add cards from
your hand directly to your own party, you must offer
them to another player first before revealing them!
Many cards are zingers and will reduce the number
of monsters at your party, so watch out whom you
accept gifts from! From the twisted imaginings of
Bruno Faidutti. Scheduled to ship in November 2022.
TOT HPB01....................................................$9.95

NIGHTMARE PRODUCTIONS

You are a horror movie studio who has
just aquired three new screenplays.
Your goal is to produce the most
valuable movies, winning you the
game. Resource production and
allocation game designed by Reiner
Knizia. Received The Dice Tower’s Seal
of Excellence Award. Scheduled to ship
in August 2022.
TOT NPB01.......................... $59.95

INCORGNITO

A family party Game for ages 8 and up.
Compete for the title of best “dog”tective
by going undercover in InCORGnito!
Players must sniff out the secret item by
playing cards from their hands, as they
attempt to get information on what clues
will lead them to the correct answer. Each
time you bark up the wrong tree, you’ll
lower your score, so choose your guesses
wisely! This silly family and party game
will have all your tails wagging with a
woofing good time! Scheduled to ship in
September 2022.
UPE 14971.......................................... PI

VIVID ALCOVE EDGE

PURPLE

UPI 15915........................................... PI

RED

UPI 15916........................................... PI

Scheduled to ship in December 2022.

TEAL
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BLACK

UPI 15920........................................... PI

UPI 15919........................................... PI

YELLOW

UPI 15918........................................... PI

RED

UPI 15924........................................... PI

VIVID ALCOVE FLIP

Scheduled to ship in December 2022.

GAMES

TEAL
BLACK

UPI 15927........................................... PI

UPI 15928........................................... PI

UPI 15921........................................... PI

YELLOW

UPI 15926........................................... PI

VIVID HEAVY METAL
DICE (2D20)

Scheduled to ship in October 2022.

GREEN

UPI 15922........................................... PI

BLACK

UPI 15943........................................... PI

LIGHT BLUE

UPI 15925........................................... PI

BLUE

UPI 15936........................................... PI

PURPLE

UPI 15923........................................... PI

GREEN

UPI 15937........................................... PI
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WIZARDS OF THE COAST
MAGIC THE GATHERING CCG:
2022 LAND STATION (4)

NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in
full displays. Please contact your retailer
for availability.
WOC D05680000	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������PI

LIGHT BLUE

GAMES

UPI 15940........................................... PI

POKÉMON TRAINER: GUESS SINNOH EDITION
PURPLE

UPI 15938........................................... PI

An Electronic Game for Ages 6 and Up,
1 or More Players. Test your Pokémon
knowledge with Trainer Guess! Just think
of a Pokémon and answer the questions.
Trainer Guess will figure out what Pokémon
you’re thinking! Think of a Pokémon..any
Pokémon... and Trainer Guess will guess
it! After a few questions, the ball will tell
you which Pokémon you’re thinking of.
Scheduled to ship in September 2022.
UPE 10289.......................................... PI

RED
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UPI 15939........................................... PI

Each Jumpstart 2022 Booster
contains 1 insert indicating the
pack’s theme and 20 Magic cards
revolving around that theme,
including 1 card with animeinspired art, a total of 1–2 cards
of rarity Rare or higher, and all
the lands you need to play. To
play with even more wild theme
combos, Jumpstart 2022 Boosters
can be combined with packs from
any other Jumpstart product.
NOTE: This item is sold to retailers
in full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.
WOC D08830000	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� PI

TEAL

UPI 15942........................................... PI

TELL ME CHALLENGE

YELLOW

UPI 15941........................................... PI

Tell me you’re a board game fanatic
without telling me you’re a board game
fanatic. We’ll go first: We made a game
out of the popular #tellmechallenge on
social media. #TellMeChallenge, also
known as “Tell Me Without Telling Me”
is a fun trend where social media users
ask others to share personal opinions and
beliefs without outright saying what they
are talking about. Scheduled to ship in
September 2022.
UPE 10276.......................................... PI

WARLORD GAMES

MAGIC THE GATHERING CCG: THE BROTHERS

NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your retailer
for availability.
WAR BUNDLE WOC D03080000....................................................................... PI
WAR BUNDLE GIFT EDITION WOC D03140000.................................................. PI
WAR COLLECTOR BOOSTER DISPLAY (12) WOC D03120000	����������������������������� PI
WAR COMMANDER DECK CARTON (4) WOC D03090000	��������������������������������� PI
WAR DRAFT BOOSTER (36) WOC D03060000................................................... PI
WAR JUMPSTART BOOSTER DISPLAY (18) WOC D03100000	������������������������������ PI
WAR SET BOOSTER DISPLAY (30) WOC D03110000........................................... PI

WIZKIDS/NECA
DUNGEONS & DRAGONS:
QUASIT LIFE-SIZED FAMILIAR

POKÉMON TRAINER: CHALLENGE

An Electronic Game for Ages 4 and up, 1
or More Players. Challenge your Pokémon
Knowledge! Evolve from Junior to Senior
to Master level. The electronic controller
gives you 1 fact and 2 Pokémon. At first
the questions are easy, but the more correct
answers you give, the more challenging it
OCT
2022 is! Scheduled to ship in September 2022.
UPE 10291.......................................... PI
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MAGIC THE GATHERING
CCG: JUMPSTART 2022
DRAFT BOOSTER (24)

BOLT ACTION: A GENTLEMAN’S
WAR STARTER SET

Containing two opposing plastic forces set
amongst the conflict across the arid desert war
of the North Africa campaign, A Gentleman’s
War contains the Bolt Action rulebook as well
as a theatre booklet that guides you through
your first steps in the game. Scheduled to ship
in September 2022.
WLG 401510004................................ PI

You never forget your first encounter with
a Quasit - now you can have one in the
room with you while you play! The Quasit
Familiar is created from resin that’s hand
painted to show off each and every
sharp tooth and pointy claw. This figure
is incredibly realistic and sure to bring
excitement to your store, game room, or
residence with its impressive presence. This
iconic Dungeons & Dragons creature is
ready to be displayed in a place of honor
whether that is perched on a countertop
or posted just outside your gaming area,
monitoring all who dare to enter! Scheduled
to ship in December 2022.
WZK 68508	����������������������������������������PI

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS NOLZUR’S
MARVELOUS UNPAINTED MINIATURES:
ADULT GOLD DRAGON

Scheduled to ship in February 2023.
WZK 90601.................................$89.99

GAMES

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS: ICONS OF THE
REALMS MAGIC ARMOR TOKENS

Introducing the first set in a new line of exciting
D&D miniature products: D&D Icons of the
Realms: Magic Item Tokens! This line brings
some of D&D’s most well known magic items in
miniature Token form. This set includes 10 magical
armor miniature Tokens that can be handed out to
players or placed on gaming terrain. Scheduled to
ship in January 2023.
WZK 96186............................................ $49.99

Something evil is trapping the souls
of the dead and draining life from all
who have been raised from death by
magic. This worldwide “death curse”
not only prevents the raising of the
dead but also causes creatures that
were previously raised from the dead
to wither and die. The source of this
death curse lies in a trap-riddled tomb
hidden beneath a lost city in the depths
of a vast jungle. Scheduled to ship in
November 2022.
WZK 96150......................... $49.99

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS:
ICONS OF THE REALMS TOMB
OF ANNIHILATION BOX 2

Something evil is trapping the souls
of the dead and draining life from all
who have been raised from death by
magic. This worldwide “death curse”
not only prevents the raising of the
dead but also causes creatures that
were previously raised from the dead
to wither and die. The source of this
death curse lies in a trap-riddled tomb
hidden beneath a lost city in the depths
of a vast jungle. Scheduled to ship in
November 2022.
WZK 96151......................... $49.99

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS:
ICONS OF THE REALMS TOMB
OF ANNIHILATION BOX 1

MAGIC THE GATHERING UNPAINTED MINIATURES
Scheduled to ship in December 2022.

FALCO SPARA, PACTWEAVER

WZK 90607................................................... $4.99

OCT
2022
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FREELANCE MUSCLE AND
RHOX PUMMELER

WZK 90564..................................$8.99

OB NIXILIS, THE ADVERSARY

DOWN TO BUSINESS

WZK 90544..................................$4.99

WYR 23919................................$50.00

GAMES

SUPER-SKILL PINBALL:
HOLIDAY SPECIAL

JETMIR, NEXUS OF REVELS

WZK 90543..................................$4.99

RESERVOIR KRAKEN

WZK 90563................................$49.99

Super-Skill Pinball brings the excitement of
pinball arcades to your table! No reflexes
required! Hit bumpers and drop targets,
gain skill shots, activate the multiball, and
send your ball to the backglass for huge
bonuses! About to lose a ball? You can
even “nudge” the table—but be careful not
to “tilt!” Challenge your friends using the
same tables and dice results! See who can
score the most points! Or play solo and try
to beat your high score! Scheduled to ship
in November 2022.
WZK 87557................................$19.99

ROTTEN HARVEST:
DIA DE LOS MUERTOS

WYR 21422................................$60.00

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

WORLDWISE IMPORTS

LORD XANDER, THE COLLECTOR

WZK 90608..................................$4.99

ZIATORA, THE INCINERATOR

WZK 90545................................$39.99

CATAPULT FEUD:
VOLCANO EXPANSION

ROTTEN HARVEST:
LA NOCHE DE DUELO

WYR 21421................................$40.00

The Earth Shakes! A volcano erupts
between the castles, spewing lava in
every direction. New Gameplay &
New Challenges. Volcano Cards bring
completely new gameplay options to the
feud. Beware the Lava Flows. Fortifications
must withstand the lava onslaught as well
as enemy catapults. If a volcano fireball
traverses your game mat you lose the
game instantly!! Scheduled to ship in
October 2022.
WWI 721....................................$39.99

WYRD MINIATURES

SCRAPYARD

WYR 23916................................$55.00

MALIFAUX 3RD EDITION

cheduled to ship in September 2022.

MARVEL DICE MASTERS: SECRET WARS ORIGIN PACKS DISPLAY (8)

OCT
2022

28

Learning to play Dice Masters has never been this easy! Battle Your Favorite Heroes Headto-Head with Secret Wars Dice Masters! Each Origin Pack features either Spider-Gwen and
Spider-Man or Storm and Groot - each duo comes with thematically colored Sidekick Dice!
In addition to visually stunning dice, each character card features EXCLUSIVE art that you
can’t collect anywhere else. NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact
your retailer for availability.
WZK 78409	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $55.92

SURVIVAL OF THE FITTEST

WYR 23927................................$45.00

COLDSNAP

WYR 23926................................$55.00

